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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether differing composition software 

formats, personality, and gender affect the psychological approach that middle school 

students employed in their compositions. The subjects (N = 77) were seventh and eighth 

grade band students enrolled in a Western middle school. 

The subjects were administered the Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children 

(MMTIC) to determine their dominant personality function. Upon the ccxnpletion the 

personality inventory, subjects were given a 30 minute exploratory period using the iconic 

and standard notation composition software formats. Two compositions were created by 

the subjects in subsequent class periods using Making Music, the iconic fonnat, and 

Making More Music, the standard notation composition format Upon the completion of 

each composition the subjects were administered the Measure of Psychological Approach 

toward Composition to determine which dominant psychological approach was used to 

create their composition. 

IDescriptive statistics and the chi-square statistical test were used to determine the 

relationship between the independent variables and the psychological approaches used by 

the subjects. The findings of the study indicate that middle school students employ one of 

the four psychological approaches observed by Carbon (1966) as their dominant approach 

toward composition. Most often the intuitive approach was utilized by the subjects, 

followed by feeling, thinking, and sensing. Fiuthermore, the relationship between the 

psychological approach employed by the subjects and the computer software format used 

during the composition process were found to be significant This finding suggests that 

middle school subjects are likely to emprioy the same psychological approach toward 

composition when using either an iconic or standard notaticxi software format As indexed 

by Cramer's statistic, the strength of the relationship was .41 with a .90 level of power of 

as determined by the Population Fourfold Point Correlation Coefficient Additional 

fmdings indicate that personality and gender were not related to the psychological 

approaches employed in the subject's compositions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Since the inception of music instruction in the United States, music educators have 

been primarily concerned with teaching the elements of music through the study of 

performance, listening, and identifying musical structure. Until recently, the importance of 

composition has been elusive in the philosophies, curricula, and classes in music 

education. Music educators began to develop and imfHement innovative music programs 

and cuiricular changes in conjunction with major school reforms in the 1960's. Resulting 

programs included the Young Composers Project and the Manhattanville Music Curriculum 

Project (MMCP) established in 1965. Both programs sought to integrate student 

composition as part of the music curriculum by engaging students to think and create like 

contemporary composers. 

Reasons for the lack of composition activities in the school music curriculum are 

many and diverse. An effective means for incorporating composition into the music 

curriculum still remains elusive. Current advances in music technology have provided a 

wide array of tools and programs for compositions causing new pedagogical decisions for 

music educators (Wiggins, 1991). The rapid advances, knowledge, and resources required 

to incorporate technology into the music curriculum may cause music educators to ignore 

creative activities which use these tools. Still, it afqjears technology holds the best hope for 

integrating composition into the curriculum. But before this can happen, much more needs 

to be known about the interaction between computer technology, the student, and the 

composition process. This dissertation will examine the interplay of composition software, 

student personality, and gender as it relates to the musical composition process. 

Theoretical Basis of Studv 

Gender 

Research examining gender differences has sought to determine the attitudes, 

preferences, and behavicns of various groups of people. Additionally, research concerning 

gender differences have been investigated in such diverse settings as schools and the work 

place. Research investigating attitudes and performance of musicians has also been of 
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interest to researchers examining gender diiTerences in music, technology use, and creative 

activities. Insight gained into possible gender differences may improve the enjoyment and 

methods of teaching a variety of activities. 

Gender differences in the use and perception of technology is of considerable 

concern and interest to researchers. Colley, Hill, Hill, and Jones, (1995) exfrfored the 

stereotyping of fictitious male and female target figures who had experience in different 

computing environments: a) ccxnputer programing, b) word processing, and c) computer 

games. The undergraduate subjects rated the target figures, as portrayed in brief 

descriptions, based upon sixteen personality attributes. The results indicated that the 

responses of male and female subjects were similar toward the target figures with no 

evidence of negative stereotypng. However, the undergraduate subjects were observed to 

rate the perception of the three computer uses according to the gender of the respondent 

Owens and Waxman (1998) examined the gender and ethnic differences in the use 

of technology among high school students. Their results suggested there were "important 

differences on the use of technology in tenth-grade science and mathematics classrooms." 

Male students were more Ukely to use computers than females within the math or science 

classroom, yet females were more likely to use calculators. Owens and Waxman's findings 

were similar to other reported studies in technology use. Throughout the research literature, 

the authors observed technology to be poorly integrated in non-computer oriented classes 

throughout the school curriculum. Overall, computer use was infrequent in the mathematics 

and science classes. 

Busch (1995) investigated gender differences regarding computer attitudes and 

perceived self-efficacy among college students. Results revealed that gender differences are 

strongest in self-efficacy expectations in regard to complex computer tasks. The most 

important predictor of computer attitudes was previous computer experience and 

encouragement The author concludes that, 

the results iiKlicate that computer attitude and self-efficacy are strongly 

correlated, that they represent different aspects of personality and that gender 

differences are found in self-efficacy aspects of the personality and the gender 
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differences are found in self-efflcacy (complex tasks) and in computer attitude 

(Busch, 1995 p. 154). 

Gender differences in technological use have been observed in the music 

classrooms of Britain. Comber, Hargreaves, and Ccrfley (1993) administered surveys to 

11-12 year olds and 15 -16 year olds and interviewed the music students and their 

instructors. Results of the study imf^y previous experience and familiarity are predictors of 

confidence in music technology use. The study also suggests that attitudes toward 

technology are divided by gender due to the perception that technology is masculine. The 

male perception that technology is simplistic is contrasted by the female perception that 

technology is difficult The survey revealed that males were more confident and had a 

greater increase in confidence with age using music technology compared to females. 

Gender differences were not found among student attitudes toward "simpler forms of 

technology'' like electronic keyboards. The authors proposed a skills sharing approach in 

small groups when technology is incorporated into the music curriculum. This facilitates 

exploration and cooperation, which may possibly close the gender gap in attitude and 

conTidence in computing. 

In summary, gender has been a variable of great interest in educational technology, 

music education, and creative activities. Research suggests that gender affects attitudes and 

the use of technology. The study and application of techncriogy appear to be viewed by 

male and females as a masculine enclave, resulting in females feeling a lack of confidence 

and anxiety in using technology. Research results, examining technology in music 

education, appear to be consistent with the finding in educational technology. Female 

musicians are generally less comfortable with technc^ogy when compared to their male 

counterparts. Educational settings, including those in music, that accommodate females 

through group learning and an initial period of exploration, may increase confidence and 

positive perceptions of music technology. 

Personal itA^ 

Personality plays an important role in defining the characteristics and behaviors of 

an individual. Genetics and environmental factors are thought to affect an individual's 
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persc»ality. Additionally, personality may also play an important role in detennining an 

individual's view of the worid and decision making process. As a result, psychologists 

have sought to identify factors that constitute personality and develop measures to test and 

determine individual personality traits. 

Various constructs have been developed to explain the complex components of 

personality in an attempt to increase the undeistanding erf" human behavior. One 

psychologist, H. J. Eysenck, classified people according lo two major personality 

dimensions (Hall <& Lindzey, 1978). At the most general level, the first dimension or type 

characterizes a person as introverted or extraverted. The other dimension, neurotidsm-

emotional stability, characterizes an individual as temperamental or stable. A third factor, 

psychoticism, was later added to his constructs of perscmality. Most of Eysenck's research 

has examined neuroticism and extraversion-introversion. Eysenck theorized that individual 

personality traits were detennined genetically and could assist in determining the 

effectiveness of behaviorist ther£^>ies. His personality constructs have resulted in 

construction of the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire published in 1975. 

I^ymond Cattell believed personality consisted of sixteen factors and developed a 

factor analysis measure in 1949, the Cattell 16 Personality Factor Questionnaire (16 PF) to 

identify his defined sixteen personality traits. Identified traits included a person's 

characteristic style of thinking, perceiving, and acting within a given period of time in 

different situations. Like Eysenck's personality constructs, Cattell's personality factors are 

bipolar, such as tough minded-sensitive, relaxed-tense, affected by feelings-emotionally 

stable, and trusting-suspicious to name a few. 

Carl Jung began his own work on the psychological dimensions of personality after 

years of collaboration with Sigmund Freud in the field of psychology. Jung observed 

personality differences in his personal relationships. Jung's eventual parting with Freud 

was the catalyst for his continued woik in typology and resulted in his theory which is 

utilized in personality tests today. 

Jung's personality theory included two basic attitude types, introversion and 

extraversion. Jungian scholar, Angelo Spoto (1995) states Jung believed the opposing 
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attitude types weie based upon the way in which organisms survive and live with nature. 

Organisms that have limited defense capabiUties with high fertility rates represent outward 

or extraverted activities, where as organisms that have multiple defense capabilities and 

limited fertility represent inward or introverted activities. 

To further explain human typology, four functions of personality, sensing, 

intuition, thinking, and feeling, were identified by Jung to further distinguish between the 

introverted-extraverted attitude types, (Figure 1). Sensing-intuitive functions represent the 

manner in which a person predominantly perceives stimuli. Jung states the two functions 

cannot operate at exactly the same time. The sensing and intuition functions describe a 

polarity of the perceptual aspect of personality. Spoto (1995) defines the sensation function 

as "perception via conscious senscxy activity, and so is opposed to intuition, which Jung 

understands to be conscious perception via the unconscious." Sensing dominant persons 

are characterized by being observant and factual, preferring direct experience through the 

senses.Spoto observes the sensing person may also be identified when a person is asking 

someone to "Be specific," "Be realistic," or "Get back down to earth." 

Figure 1: Attitudes and Functions of Carl Jung's Typology 

ATTITUDES 

Introversion (I) or Extroversion (E) 

FUNCTIONS 

Perception of Stimuli Judging of Stimuli 

Sensing (S) or Intuition (I) Thinking (T) or Feeling (F) 

The opposing perception function, intuition, is characterized by persons who 

perceive stimuli in an unconscious manner. Jung directly relates intuition to the 

unconscious. The intuitive function is not bound by the natural objects perceived in the 
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world, but reaches beyond the natural order for other perspectives. Intuitive individuals are 

viewed as being aUe to gra^ "abstract, theoretical and universal meanings above and 

beyond the obvious" (Spoto, 1995). 

The thinking-feeling functions describe the pc^arity of the judging aspect of 

personality. These functions also represent the manner in which a person predominantly 

judges internal and external stimuli. The criteria for making judgments using the function of 

feeling is described as "a preference fw the peiscxial over the imperscmal** (Spoto, 1995). 

Feeling is best understood as it is expressed in such phrases as "I do or do not like that," "I 

am uncomfortable with that," and "That didn't please me." 

The opposite function of feeling is thinking, characterized by individuals who favor 

logic and reason for making judgments. Objectivity is preferred by thinking dominant 

persons when looking at a variety of situations. Individuals with the dominant thinking 

function are characterized by statements like "Be logical," "Define your terms," and "Do 

you know what you are getting yourself into?" (Spoto, 1995). 

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is a widely used psychometric measure 

for non-psychiatric populations. The measure was developed by Katherine Cook Briggs 

and her daughter Isabel Briggs Meyers who interpreted Jung's typology theory. The 

instrument sorts individuals into groups based on Jung's attitudes, introversicm-

extroveision, and the four functions of sensing-intuition and thinking-feeling. Myers and 

Briggs added the fx^eference of judging-perceiving to Jung's theory for use in their 

measure. 

Personality research in music has shown musicians exhibit common personality 

characteristics. Studies examining composers have been conducted to identify 

characteristics that set them apart from the general population and other groups of 

musicians. Composers credit their inspiration to ccxiscious and subconscious sources. 

Interestingly, while identifiable traits are not always based upon specific theories of 

personality, composers' interviews often describe idea generation for composition in 

relation to Carl Jung's personality types. Research using different constructs or dimensions 

in defining personality can be found to parallel Jungian typology. For example, Nass 
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(1990a) examined characteristics of musicians and composers to gain insight into their 

inspiration. Historical interviews and written correspondence of well known composers 

were examined. Analysis revealed musicians who exhibit exceptional creativity are more 

likely to have "increased auditory acuity and hypersensitivity to sound and rhythm." 

Results also determined that composers were characterized by the dominant use of the 

auditory mode. Composers also generate inspiration from external sources, referring to 

God as a source of insight into the creative world. 

In another study, Nass (1990b) observed and interviewed American composers to 

understand the inspiration process among contemporary composers. Composers' 

comments on the development of inspiration were often stated in terms similar to Jungian 

typology. One composer stated his ideas for composition "come unbidden, spontaneously, 

or unspontaneously," reflecting the intuitive nature in which musical ideas may be 

generated. Nass (1990b) stated, the "functions of the composei's particular sensory style 

can vary from composer to composer or from work to work." Composers' statements 

revealed the sensory modality at work in the generation of ideas. One composer was 

affected physiologically. "1 certainly can't place it, but it's a very dennite physical 

sensation." This composer appears to rely on the sensory and feeling modalities when 

composing. Other composers feel that bodily movement or the kinesthetic sense affect their 

idea generation. 

Part of the pnxxss of composing for me is kinesthetic. I think if I were put in a 

room without a piano, without an instrument, I don't know whether I could really 

compose a piece, even the copying of the music has become part of the creative act 

for me. I've gotten to the point where there are certain decisions that are built into 

the notography. (p.277) 

The medium and tools that are used to create music also play an important part in 

the decision making process (Nass, 1990b). Music may be composed in a highly structured 

and intellectual maimer. One composer "sensed a danger in becoming too systematic or too 

methodical" when approaching the composition process. This philosophy of composition 

reflects the belief that ccxnposers may rely too heavily upon the intellect during the 
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composition process. 

Finally. Nass (1993) synthesizes his research on the inspiration of composers. 

Composers exhibit unique working styles which are often reflected in their works. Gifted 

composers write and work in a variety ways. Inspiraticm throughout the composition 

process manifests itself in the auditory, visual, kinesthetic, and tactile sensory modes. Nass 

characterized composers as risk takers, relying on instinct and innovative ideas to overcome 

ordinary solutions to musical creativity. Although, such descriptions may be observed in 

the literature, no research has examined the extent to which personality may affect the idea 

generation of the composition process. 

Technolopv in Written CompositiCTi 

Computer applications such as word processors, databases, paint programs, and 

networks have greatly changed the way people work. Educators have sought to effectively 

incorporate personal computers to instruct students in a variety of areas since their 

introduction in the 1960's. Although the perception of using the computer as an effective 

tool is a popular and widely held belief; questions remain about their effectiveness as a tool 

in writing instruction. The use of word processors has been studied to assess their 

effectiveness as a tool in writing instruction. 

Bangert-Drowns (1993) investigated word processing research through a meta

analysis to determine its effectiveness in writing instruction. Two large groups of word 

processing research were identified, word processing in the context of its operation and 

measurable changes in writing products or process due to word processors. The researcher 

analyzed 200 articles, books, and dissertations, of which 32 met the following criteria for 

inclusion in the study: (a) comparing two groups receiving nearly identical instruction, (b) 

studies retrievable frcxn university libraries through interiibrary loan (c) measured outcomes 

quantitatively, and (d) no methodological flaws. 

Results revealed that two-thirds of the studies examined found word processors 

improved the quality of student writing during instruction, yet the oveiall effect size was 

small, .21 standard deviations. Studies investigating the effect word processing in 

remedial writing instruction has been shown to have greater overall effect sizes compared 
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with studies examining word processing in general writing instruction. 

The small increase in effect size is believed to be a result of increased student 

motivation when using computers in the writing process. Additionally, the duration of the 

studies did not significantly relate to the variance in effect sizes. Research that has 

examined instructional tools with embedded instruction suggests cognitive processes are 

affected by work with the tool, leading to an increase in effect size. Although research in 

word processing with embedded instruction has not been conducted, greater effect sizes 

may result due to an increase in higher order thinking during the writing task. 

Salomon (1968) identified three types of instructional tools based upon the level of 

interaction with the learner. The first category allows the user to ccHicentrate on "higher 

order" tasks while the instructional tool attends to the lower order tasks. The second class 

of tools leads users in problem solving skills by clarifying the nature of the task to be 

solved. The computer software program, Lx>go, is such a program which fosters problem 

solving in teacher selected content The third type of instructional tod creates reflective 

experiences to increase the user's cognitive processes. An example of the third type of 

instructional tool, Reading I^rtner, may increase reading comprehension of written text 

Students monitor and manage their responses in a given subject area through the use of 

embedded questioning. Additionally, the author suggests that increased reading 

comprehension may transfer to student writing exercises. 

Bangert-Drowns (1993) states that 

just as a child learns new skills through social interaction before they are 

internalized, so it is possible that users can acquire new skills in interactive 

partnership with their tools. In short, tools may transform human cognition and 

beccme instructional because they can allow learners to practice, and thus enhance, 

skills that otherwise would not have been practiced as frequently or because they 

permit the internalization of information representation, processes, or strategies 

exhibited or simulated by the tool. (p. 70) 

In describing a possible "intellectual partnership" between students and computer 

applications, Salomon (1968) believes technology can transcend the limitations of 
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cognition. Technological applications may also aid persons in hypothesis testing, 

generating ideas, writing, and planning. Learners may encounter alternatives that require 

the acquisition of knowledge for the resolution of a problem as well as facilitate the 

examination and testing of new possibilities and consequences. Salomon states "tools can 

display intermediate states and processes en route to the final solution or design." Finally, 

technological tools provide specific models of information representaticxi, processes, or 

strategies. In summary, computer software that creates an intellectual partnership with the 

user has inherent properties of complimentary labor division. 

Computer technology research within specific subject areas has been of great 

interest to researchers. Researchers concerned with writing instruction have sought to 

determine whether word processing applications affect the writing process of students. 

Anticipated results of the research have been disappointing. Student writing has shown 

little improvement when word processors are used as an instructional tool. However, 

students needing remedial instruction in writing have shown the most gain using word 

processing programs. Improvement may be attributed to the novelty of computer use within 

the writing curriculum. Researchers believe greater effect sizes may be seen when 

embedded text or directions accompany instructional technology, leading students to higher 

order thinking. Research in embedded text with word processing programs was highly 

recommended. 

Music Composition Instruction and Technology 

Music educators have sought to enhance the lives of students though instruction in 

music. This is often accomplished through performing groups, general music instriiction, 

and music appreciation classes. Although musical composition has gained acceptance as a 

viable way of teaching music, it is often overiooked. 

Advocacy for composition in music instruction began with the Young Composers 

Project and the Manhattanville Music Cuiriculimi Project (196^. Goals and objectives for 

composition in the National Standards for Arts Education solidified its place within the 

music education curriculum. 

Many music educators are in agreement that composition is an important factor in 
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the musical development of students. This is witnessed by the Muac Educators National 

Coaference MENC (1994) provision for composition in the grade 9-12 Coatent and 

Achie\'ement Standards. The standards define student composition as the ability' to 

compose and arrange music within specified guid^ines. Proficiency is acccMnplished when 

students: (a) compose music in several distinct styles, d^onstrating creativity in using the 

elements of music for expressive effect; (b) arrange pieces for voices or instrument other 

than those for which the pieces were written in ways that preserve or enhance the 

expressive effect of the music; (c) compose and arrange music for voices and various 

acoustic and electronic instruments, demonstrating knowledge of the ranges and traditional 

usages of the sound sources; and (d) compose music, demonstrating imagination and 

technical skill in applying the principles of compositioQ. 

Composition methods and pedagogy supported by research is necessar\'. Currently, 

training offered in composition pedagogy is sparse, resulting in few music teachers 

competent to instruct or lead students in musically creative activities. As a result of the lack 

of a current pedagogy, "composition may be treated as a craft, with total attention being 

paid to details of the student's orchestration, notation, and consistency within a style." 

(Carbon, 1986, p. 113). 

Carbon (1986) advocates using Jung's psychological types as an approach to 

teaching composition to "help students explore the full range of their creative potential" 

(p. 112). He advocates an artistic relationship in which the teacher directs the student in the 

utilization of various apiproaches to composition. CarbcMi believes students generally 

approach composition from one dominant mode, neglecting other approaches. With the 

ability to incorporate the four approaches of thinking, feeling, sensing, and intuition, 

composers may be able to generate more ideas and cleariy express themselves in their 

comfx)sitions. 

Composition activities in music can be greatly enhanced through the use oT 

technology. As computer applications have altered the way people work, so has technology 

affected how musicians create, perfomi, and listen to music. Technological advances in 

music have provided musicians with the means to manipulate and anange sound and gain 
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immediate feedback for decisions made during the composition process. Due to advances in 

music technology, novice musicians can create and arrange compositions without the 

knowledge of notation procedures, a factor that hindered creative musical activities in the 

past The increased signiflcance of techncdogy in creating music and the opportunities for 

its incorporation in the classroom, has made it necessary for music educators to become 

knowledgeable about music technology and its applications. As music technology becomes 

more common, teachers will need to find meaningful ways to incorporate music technology 

within the music curriculum. Therefore, research concerning pedagogical approaches and 

methods of composition that inccxporate music technology is necessary. 

Although progress has been made, composition activities warrant more importance 

and greater inclusion in music classrooms. Approaches to composition that are based upon 

research are necessary so music educators can choose and utilize methods that best meet 

their students' needs. Therefore, we must begin to understand how students approach 

composition as a problem solving task. By determining possible impacts of technology, 

personality, and gender on the musical composition process, music educators may be able 

to tailor successful creative experiences in the most efficient maimer. 

Need 

Music technology can greatly enhance composition activities in many settings. With 

the increased power of personal computers, experienced and novice composers are able to 

concentrate on the arrangement of the musical elements within a composition. Prior to the 

use of computers in composition, composers learned music notation as means of recording 

their ideas. This cumbersome task can now be performed by the computer. As a result, 

young children or persons with little or no knowledge of music notaticn can now create 

music. Similar to written composition, technology has provided alternative ways of writing 

music, transforming the way people think and perform when creating music. But as yet, no 

research has examined how differing software formats affect problem solving in the 

composition process. 

Furthermore, it may not be solely a matter of software that affects how we think 

when creating music. Research suggests that personality may correlate with choices we 
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make, activities we choose, and how they are perfonned. Personality correlates have been 

observed in educational technology and in many areas of music, including instrument 

choice, traits of individuals and groups in music performance, music teachers, and 

composers. Research also suggests that personality traits affect various musical endeavors 

such as instrument choice, listening preference, and music teacher behavicvs. It also stands 

to reason that (lersonality may play an important role in the composition process, affecting 

the generation of ideas used to begin a composition. Since personality seemingly affects so 

many aspects of musical activities, there may be relationships between individual 

personality, computer software, and the musical problem solving a{^xoaches used when 

composing music. 

Lastly, gender may influence the composition process. Research suggests that 

gender can influence an individual's perception of their environment and may affect 

preferences and performance in activities involving technology and music. Consequences 

of gender differences in technology are of some concern. Generally, females view 

technology as a masculine tool and feel less comfortable using technology compared to 

males. This view may result in less time that females use computers or initiate activities 

which incorporate them. Researchers have suggested providing more opportunities for 

females to use computers and music technology in an variety of settings and in an 

environment where they can explore without the pressure of "performing" with the 

technology. Using music technology, as a tool to aid in musical composition, is one way of 

n£UTOwing the gender gap. To date, no studies have examined the process of proUem 

solving through composition in relation to computer software, personality, and gender. 

Hndings in this area may aid the development of effective teaching methods in 

composition. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether computer technology, in the 

form of differing composition software formats, individual personality traits using Jung's 

Typology, and gender affect a composer's approach to problem solving during the 

composition process. 
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This study sought to answer the following questions: 

1. Do middle school students exhibit different psychological approaches to problem 

solving during the composition process. 

2. Is there a difference in the psychological approach to musical problem solving through 

composition based upon the format of the composition software being used? 

3. Is there a difference in the psychological approach to musical problem solving through 

ccHnposition based upm the student's personality type as defined by Jungian typology? 

4. Is there a difference in the psychological approach to musical problem solving through 

composition based upon gender? 

Null Hypotheses 

The hypotheses for this study are: 

1. Students will not exhibit different psychological approaches to musical problem solving 

in composition as established by the Measure of Psychological Approach toward Musical 

Composition. 

2. Iconic and standard notation composition software formats are independent in the 

psychological approach toward composition. 

3. The dominant function of personality as measured by the Murphy-Meisgeier Type 

Indicator for Children (MMTIC) and the iconic composition software format are 

independent in the psychological aj^roach toward composition. 

4. The dominant function d" personality as measured by the Murphy-Meisgeier Type 

Indicator for Children (MMTIC) and the standard notation composition software format are 

independent in the psychological approach to composition. 

5. Gender and the iconic composition software format are independent in the psychological 

approach toward composition. 

6. Gender and standard notation composition software format are independent in the 

psychological approach to composition. 

Definitions 

For the purpose of this study, psychological approach toward composition 

describes a composer's process of idea generation and accompanying compositional 
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techniques employed while creating a speciflc original musical work. 

Personality is defined as measured by the Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for 

Children (MMTIC) created by Charles Meisgeier and Elizabeth Murphy (1987). Based 

upon Cari Gustav Jung's theory of personality, individuals are categorized by attitude, 

either introverted or extraverted, by a perceiving function, either sensing or intuition, and a 

judging function, either thinking or feeling. An additional category was included to 

describes an individual's attitude oT perceiving stimuli, either judging or perceiving. In 

some cases a dominant function may not be determined due to the scores falling in the 

U-band. This score means that "the indication of a preference was not sufflciratly clear to 

justify assignment to one of the bipolar preferences'* (Meisgeier & Murphy, 1987). In 

summary, this measure determines personality according to the constructs of the popular 

Myers-Briggs Type IndicatcM* (MBTI) created by Isabel Briggs Myers and Katherine Cook 

Briggs. The MMTIC dilTers from the MBTI in two ways. Rret, MMTIC personality 

inventory is appropriate for 2nd through 8th grade children rather than an adult populatioiL 

Secondly, the authors of the MMTIC believe personality traits develop and strengthen with 

a child's dominant type emerging between the ages of 6 and 14. Therefore, an undecided 

category was included in the scoring of the MMTIC which is not observed in the MBTI. 

The iconic composition software format refers to a composition program that uses 

icons or symbols other than standard notation which is placed on a "canvas or composition 

space" to manipulate pitch, rhythm, and timbre to create music. The notation composition 

software format refers to a composition program characterized by placing standard 

notation symbc4s on a musical staff to manipulate pitch and rhythm in a linear maimer to 

create music. 
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Chapter 2 

Review of the Literature 

The material in this chapter discusses research investigating gender, perscmality 

research in music, music technology, and composition. Sources used for this literature 

review were Dissertations Abstracts International, Educational Resources Information 

Center, PsychLit Psychological Abstracts of the American Psychological Association, 

University Micictfilm and books relating to the topics discussed. The search for resources 

for this study concluded on April 30, 1999. 

Gender in Music 

Female participants in band and orchestra have increased over the last 30 years 

(Zervoudakes & Tanur, 1994). This increase has been observed not only in elementary 

perfonning ensembles but also in high school and college instrumental ensembles. The 

authors examined band and orchestra programs from 1959 to 1990, divided into three 

periods from (a) 1959-1976, (b) 1977-1986, and (c) 1987-1990. The study revealed that 

women were more likely in 1987-1990 to play historically "male" instruments than in the 

earlier two periods. Although an increase was observed in females playing histoically male 

instruments, the proportion of females playing historically "female" instruments in the latter 

time period also increased. Therefore, when observing overall female participation, females 

playing "male" instruments has actually decreased. The authors conclude that the current 

trend of increased participation of females in high school and college band may contribute 

to continued gender-based stereotypes of instruments. 

Crowther and Durkin (1982) found attitude scores increased with age among 12 to 

18 year olds when examining their musical preference through formal and infonnal music 

activities. Interestingly, females expressed greater positive attitudes toward all musical 

activities compared to males, paiticulaily among the younger subjects. Females were more 

likely to begin an instrument in school than males by nearly a two to one ratio. Both sexes 

became more positive toward music as their age increased, decreasing the gender gap. 

In a comparison of musical preferences among secondary schocd students in the 

United Kingdom, (Hargreaves, Comber & Colley, 1995) significant differences were 
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found between gender and musical styles. Males subjects prefeired heavy metal and rock 

styles. The authors suggest that heavy metal and rock styles of music are viewed as 

masculine and therefore appeal more to males. Significant differences were found in female 

preference of six musical styles: (a) reggae, (b) chart pop, (c) jazz, (d) classical, (e) folk, 

and (e) opera. The authors speculate four of the styles are a non-pop genre and reflect the 

overall positive attitude females have toward music. The results of the study reveal females 

liked a wider range of musical styles than males, particulaily in non-popular styles of 

music. 

Colley, Comber, and Hargreaves (1997) studied the impact of information 

technology (IT) and gender in music education settings. Results indicated older students 

have higher self-ratings and positive attitudes toward technology. Female students were 

observed to treat the technology as a tool to produce music while male students engaged in 

'Splaying" with the technology. Previous computer experience with video and computer 

games may be the reason for this finding. The observatic»s also revealed female students 

felt uncomfortable using computers when male students were present The authors 

expressed concern in "finding ways of building up the confidence of girls" when using 

technology in music. 

Personalitv Research in Music 

The field of psychology encompasses many areas of study and specializaticm. 

Within the field, a large body of research has been conducted for the purpose of identifying 

general personality traits among organizations and groups of people. Personality 

characteristics of composers and musicians have been of interest to researchers. 

In a series of studies, Kemp (1981a) sought to characterize the personality traits of 

high school, conservatory, and professional instrumentalists. It was reported that a stable 

group of three peisonality traits were identified; introversion, pathemia, and intelligence. 

Secondary personality factors included life-style, cognitive habits, and work habits. Kemp 

believes his findings "suggest an ability (of musicians) to withdraw into a colorful and 

imaginative itmer mental life, at the same time providing that single-mindedness necessary 

for the acquisition of technical skills" (p. 12). He continued to speculate that imagination. 
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subjectivity, and independent mindedness seen in composers may also be found in 

musicians when performing and interpreting musical selections. 

Composers were the focus of a second study by Kemp in 1961(b). He administered 

Cattell's 16 Personality Factor Questiormaire (16PF) to 36 student composers and 38 

professional composers. Fmdings were revealed similar to those of instrumentalists 

observed in the earlier study. Introversion was found to be an important characteristic 

£unong composers. Student ccxnposers were also found to have introversicMi as an 

important characteristic with the addition of pathemia. Personality scores of the ccxnposers 

were found to be more extreme compared to other musicians, revealing a possible 

difference between the two groups studied. 

Kemp (1982a) continued to investigate personality structures by observing gender 

differences of musicians. Subjects of the study were similar to previous studies in which 

musicians were compared to non-musicians. Due to gender interactions occurring on the 

musicianship related traits, Kemp suggests that gender differences among individual 

musicians are less noticeable. It appears that individuals who exhibit both male and female 

personality characteristics are best suited for the pursuit of music. 

Finally, Kemp (1982b) synthesized his research. Traits of introversion, pathemia, 

and intelligence were observed to be staUe from childhood through professional life among 

performing musicians. Changing patterns in personality traits were observed in the areas of 

anxiety and moral upbringing. The author proposes that children develop superego strength 

(G) and personal control (Q3) needed for good practice habits. As the child matures, 

personal control (Q3) is replaced by seriousness indicated by desurgency (F-). £>ifferences 

in traits were also noted in groups of instrumentalists and vocal performers. 

Instrumentalists were more introverted, compared to their vocalist counterparts, suggesting 

instrumental development may be linked to this trait. Finally, composers exhibited higher 

scores among the same traits as performing musicians. 

Research comparing the personality of musicians and non musicians have found 

trait clusters among groups of instrumentalists. Bell and Cresswell (1964) assessed brass, 

woodwind, and string players' personality differences using Cattell's 16 PF and the High 
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Schooi Personality Questionnaire (HSPQ). The authors concluded brass instrumentalists 

displayed a different cluster of personality characteristics compared to string and woodwind 

players. Brass players appeared to be more expedient (Factor G-) and have greater 

undisciplined self-conflict (Factor Q3-). 

Cutietta and McAllister (1997) observ^ed student personality and instrument choice 

in secondary students participating in school orchestras and bands. Results the study 

indicated personality traits erf" band students were similar to the general population, refuting 

the argimient of the existence of a separate "band culture". Their results contradict Bell and 

Cresswell's (1964) findings which found differences between the general population and 

instrumentalists. Cutietta and McAllister's results support the findings of Kemp (1961a) 

showing instrumentalists were representative of the population at large. 

Lewis and Schmidt (1991) sought to study personality variables, using the Myers-

Briggs Type Indicator (MBTl), to predict listener response to music. The Music Listener 

Response Scale (MLRS) was used to categorize 328 undergraduates' listening responses as 

associative, cognitive, physical, involvement, or enjoyment Results suggest listeners 

respond to music in different ways due to personality differences. Interestingly, the 

sensing-intuition function had a strong relationship with the scores on the MLRS. This 

result suggests that relatively intuitive subjects seem to report a greater intensity and diverse 

response to music. Overall, mean differences were found to be significant and accounted 

for 13% of the variance among the 16 MBTI types with the extravert-intuitive-thinking-

judging (ENTJ) group recording the highest group mean. 

The personality traits of students attending a fine arts high school were examined by 

Richards, Gipe, and Duffy (1992). The purpose of the study was to determine whether 

secondary arts students possess the same personality traits as highly creative individuals. 

DifTerences in the personality traits of musicians and other academic disciplines were also 

examined. Personality trait variables were examined using a researcher designed 

questionnaire, the Rotter's Generalized Expectancies for Internal Versus External Control 

of Reinforcement, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) form F, and the Spielberger 

State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. Results indicated that neariy one half of the dancers and 
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instrumental musicians were identifled with an intuitive orientation. The intuition function 

accounted for the majority of vocal musicians and creative writers. Students engaged in the 

fine arts exhibited the intuitive personality traits of highly creative individuals. The flndings 

suggest students in the Hne arts may be more creative than students in other discifrfines due 

to their personality. 

Schmidt (1989) suggests personality may affect the behaviors of applied music 

teachers. The results of his research revealed extraversion personality characteristics, 

determined by the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, were signiflcantly related to teacher 

approval behavior and rate of reinforcement Extiaversion-introversion was not found to be 

a significant factcx* in teacher disapprovals. The sensing-intuitive type was found to be a 

significant factor in reinforcement, approvals, teacher model, and pace, with the intuitive 

identified subjects exhibiting higher group means than their sensing counterparts. The 

author suggests that the behavioral tendencies observed in the intuitive teachers were due to 

the insightful, creative, original, and artistic prodle of intuitive persons. 

Educational Technology and Creativity 

Research in educational technology has sought to determine the effective use and 

implementation of computer aided instruction (CAI) and hypermedia systems in instruction. 

Those investigating educational technology have also sought to deteimine the appropriate 

application of technc^ogy in creative activities. Bruce (1989) discusses whether technology 

inhibits or enhances the creative learning and response of the learner. He noted there is little 

evidence from research to answer these questions. One reason is because of the broad 

definiticMi that encompasses "educational technology." Citing from the Task Force of 

DefiniticKis and Temunology of the Association of the Educational Communications and 

Technology the author illustrates his point Educational technology is 

a complex, integrated process involving people, procedures, ideas, devices, and 

organization, for analyzing problems and devising imi^ementation, evaluation, and 

managing solution to those problems, involved in all aspects of human learning, 

(p. 12) 

The functions of technology in the teaching and learning process are also varied. 
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Technology can be defined by two sets of functions, infcxtnation processing functions and 

educational process functions. InTormatioo processing functions are characterized by the 

storage, transmission, access, and presentation of information to be used when needed. 

Educational process functions are characterized by the managing of the educational 

experience, feedback and testing of the learner's responses, simulation, and abstraction 

which directs the learner's attentioiL 

Bruce (1989) synthesized the strengths and weakness of educational technology. 

The strengths of using educational technology come in its ability to edit various types of 

data, making it "easier for the student to implement aesthetic judgment and thus, more 

likely to exercise that judgment" (p. 245). Technology also has the ability to aid in the 

exploration of new possibilities in creative expressiotL Technology gives students the 

means to create or construct something at a more comfrfex level than the student would 

otherwise be able to construct Bruce concludes that while there is little research in 

educational techncdogy, it does offer the possibility of new and useful tools for creativity 

and learning. 

Treffinger (1986) states that "we must recognize that creativity is one of the most 

complex of human functions, it is unrealistic to expect that there will ever be (or that there 

should be) a single easily administered, simply scored test booklet" (p. 16) that quantifies 

creativity. Some researchers have advocated the use of many indicators to identify creative 

individuals. Treffinger believes that creativity can be nurtured and should be included as an 

educational goal. The author proposes a model of creative learning to illustrate new 

opportunities for research and help nurture creative learning. Level 1 focuses on the "tools" 

used in creative activities such as divergent thinking, brainstorming, and making 

inferences. Level II activities include {xoblem solving in small groups or sponsored 

programs such as Odyssey of the Mind. Finally, Level III is characterized by students 

applying the tools of the previous levels toward a real problem. 

Naughton (1997) concludes that learning experiences using technology should 

match the students' development The author believes that when incorporating new 

technology within the music curriculum "structuring pupils' thinking in groups is a vital 
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aspect of music. To ignore the issue of how pupils think and learn is to miss an opportunity 

to develop the enthusiasm many students have for music" (p. 115). Hnally. Naughton 

admonishes the reader that course design supersedes the technology in use. 

Music Technology and Composition 

Technological applications for music making have been developed for personal and 

professional use. Music technology has greatly contributed to creating opportunities for 

individuals to compose music regardless of an individual's ability. A broad range of 

research has examined many of the rapid advances in technology as well as the diverse 

settings in which it is utilized. At this time, research is inconclusive as to the effectiveness 

of technology enhanced composition in educational settings. 

Rogers (1997) sought to determine if students make greater progress learning music 

with increased funds allocated to technology in music. Additional research questions also 

examined the affect of increased technology funding on the music curriculum and teaching 

styles of music teachers. Although increased technology funding was observed to have 

little aflect on the overall attainment of music students in the first year of im|4ementation, 

composition activities within the music curriculum appear to benefit the most from 

increased technology resources. Additionally, computer technology also appeared to impact 

teaching styles, changing frcxn entire class perfomiance to paired ex* group composition 

projects. Teachers also changed from the role of a director to a facilitator where 

responsibility for learning was placed upon the student The author concludes that greater 

resources in computer hardware and software are needed to observe increased learning 

among music students. As technology is introduced into the music classroom, teachers will 

need continued support and inservice time to develop appropriate applications. 

With the advent of a standardized Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) and 

development of smaller computer circuitry, technological advances in music have occurred 

n^iidly. Synthesizers became available to the general public and were more mobile. Digital 

technology and greater storage capacity for sounds added to the £^>peal of synthesizers and 

personal keyboards. MIDI standards allowed one instrument to interface with another, 

greatly increasing the possible sounds that could be created through the combining of two 
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or more synthesis architectures. 

The MIDI standard also provided musicians with an efficient method of recording 

performances. Sequencers provided musicians with the ability to record performance data 

that could be recalled for recording and performance purposes at a later time. Gradually, 

sequencers evolved from dedicated electronic hardware to computer software, allowing 

synthesizers and tone generators to interface with the computer. This techncdogy provided 

musicians with an affordable means of writing music and realizing their compositions 

without the ciid of live musicians. 

Currently, computer and synthesis technology has merged for the purpose of sound 

reproduction and synthesis, recording, and editing of musical material digitally. Large 

increases in the use of multimedia fcnnats like CD-ROMs and the World Wide Web, have 

become areas in which music is necessary to enhance the end users experience. This has 

not only increased the need for (xiginal compositions and provided composers with more 

opportunities to compose but also required professional and amateur composers to 

incorporate digital music technology in their compositions. 

Such rafxd advances in technology have been daunting to music educators 

attempting to incorporate these tools in the classroom yet, acquiring a large recording studio 

or computer lab in not necessary for creative activities in the music classroom. Wiggins 

(1991) advocates the use of synthesizers and keyboards in elementary music classes for 

improving performance, listening, and creativity. As shown in the example lesson plans in 

her book (Wiggins, 1991), keyboards are versatile tools that can enhance many musical 

settings. 

Digital sequencers are another tool that can aid in the performance and creativity in 

the general music class. Ladanyi (1995) conducted several case studies examining the 

potential patterns, structures, and outcomes when using sequencers built into the keyboard 

and used in the composition process. Her observations revealed students were engaged in 

exploration and listening to the available sounds, and approached composition using the 

technique of layering tracts. Ladanyi (1995) concludes this technology allowed students to 

"com|X)se without feeling pressure to be musically literate" (p. 24) simultaneously 
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providing students with a relevant, real world, musical environment 

Fblkestad, Hargreaves, and Lindstrom (1998) view ccMnputer created music as a 

means for improving knowledge and skills used in traditional ways of creating music. The 

researchers ask the question, "as to how different software, not based on traditional 

transfer d" data via the keyboard, might affect the outcome with respect to ways of creating 

music and how the computer is used" (p. 94). The computer can be used as a tool to 

generate and develop musical ideas, possibly helping in the realization of what is conceived 

or audiated to a real-time product Computers also help in shifting from a musical 

representation to the music itself. The extent of expression and sonic capabilities are 

dependent upon the features of the computer. Although the computer has many capabilities 

for music creation it is ultimately up to the individual to make full use of the creating 

power. Folkestadt, Hargreaves, & Lindstrom (1998) advocates creating an environment in 

which students can explore and develop in their own compositions. This can be done in a 

variety of ways through the incorporation of simplistic or advanced music technology. 

The use of computers for instruction in music and composition, within the seventh 

grade music curriculum, was develc^sed and studied by Nelson (1988). The goals of the 

project were to develop, pilot and revise a cc»nputer based music curriculum. Description 

of the results for teaching orchestration and compositicn in a group setting concluded the 

study. The three year investigation concluded that computers can serve as a valuable 

instrument for efficient group learning in music. 

Daignault (1996) examined children's computer-mediated strategies in relation to 

the craftsmanship and creative qualities of their musical compositions. It was the intention 

of the researcher to establish teaching guidelines for a Computer-Supported Improvisation 

Approach to composition. Subjects, aged 10 to 11, were instructed to listen to their 

recorded improvisations and select their preferred musical gesture. The following stage 

consisted of developing the selected improvisation into a final composition. Judges rated 

final compositions according to high and low oaftsmanship qualities. Analysis revealed 

low craftsmanship groups generated process-oriented improvisation while the high 

craftsmanship group generated product oriented music. The high craftsmanship group also 
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tended to use cut and paste features of the software to edit and extend their compositions, 

thereby manipulating notation rather than attempting repeated improvisation. 

Enrnioos (1996) sought to examine the creative process of middles school students 

engaged in composition using professional music software. The author investigated the 

composition process and computer use in relaticxi to possible developmental models of 

creativity proposed by Swanwick and Tillman (1986) and Levi (1991). Using a multiple 

case study design with seventh-grade students, the researcher proposed three parts of a 

non-linear, non-sequential model of the creative process. The process of formation, 

preservation, and revision was linked to the composition instruction received by the 

students. 

Thought processes and strategies of 8-, 11-, and 14-year-old students composing 

with technology was examined by Younker (1997). The descriptive study analyzed 

students' thoughts, verbal responses, and questions, before and after all creative sessions, 

to determine the developmental patterns of the composition process. Through analysis of 

the data, developmental patterns emerged in the treatment of timbre, beat, melody, and 

harmony using the technology in musical composition. 

Research in Composition 

Harrison and Pound (1996) observed that the imaginative range of childrens' 

compxKition was restricted because their creative output was determined by what they could 

write down. The authors believed this was a result of moving from improvisation to 

introducing composition before the children were ready. They also observed greater 

exploration and risk taking in improvisation activities. 

Kratus' (1969) findings suggest there are developmental differences in children's 

strategies for composing music. As children grow, development and repetition become 

more common in their compositions. This has lead to Kratus' characterizing stages of 

compositional development in children. Children age seven compose by trying one new 

idea after another. Children spend little time developing or modifying musical ideas, during 

this stage called exploration. Nine and eleven year old subjects were engaged in 

significantly more musical development and less exploration. Finally, children engage in 
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repetition of their musical ideas as they mature. The results of this study validate Webster's 

(1987) and Webster & Hickey (1995) model of creative thinking which include 

preparation, incubation, illumination, and verification with some overlap when nsoving 

from one stage to another. 

Kratus (1989) states four possible reasons why seven-year-old subjects were 

unaUe to develop melodies they had written: (a) they were unable to remember the 

melodies they had written, (b) they did not posses strategies for developing their ideas, (c) 

they had not formed an understanding of the proccss for solving problems posed by 

musical composition, (d) they were more concerned with creating sound rather than the 

creation of a product 

Conclusions from this study indicate students engaged in composition are product 

or process oriented. The findings also reveal seven year old students arc able to engage in 

creative musical improvisation while their nine-year-old counterparts can engage in 

composition with the development and shaping of musical ideas. Teachers need not wait 

until their students' understanding of music is highly developed before introdudng creative 

activities. In fact, creativity may be an important key to helping students gain an 

understanding of the syntax of music and the process of music making" (p. 18-19). 

In exploring the orientation of process and product, as well as intentionality, Kratus 

(1991) proposed four types of creative musical activities based upon his research in the 

areas of: (a) exploration, (b) improvisation as a process, (c) improvisation as a product, 

and (d) composition. Exploration is defined as a pre-improvisational activity resulting from 

the orientation of process. Generally, audiation is not developed to a level where the 

individual can intentionally create music. Improvisation differs from exploration in that the 

individual can audiate the sound while creating. Sounds are chosen with meaning but the 

composer cannot change the sounds once they are made. Improvisation can be process or 

product oriented. Process oriented improvisation occiu^ when music is not created for an 

audience. Product oriented improvisation occurs when the musical material is under some 

restraint and is intended for an audience. Hnally, composition is the pnxluct of musical 

material that has been developed and revised, with a high degree of intentionality. 
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Kratus also proposed curricular needs for creative activities within the classroom. 

He proposes the use a( expressive objectives as stated by Eisner (1974) which specify the 

behaviors that students are to acquire after engaging in one or more creative activities. An 

expressive objective describes an educational erxxMrnter and identifies a) the situation in 

which children are to woric, b) a problem with which children are to work, c) a problem 

with which they are to cope, and d) a task in which they are to engage. Expressive 

objectives do not identify specific encounters, situations, problems or tasks to be learned. 

Expressive objectives focus on the process of student engagement 

Davies (1992) describes the use of structure within invented songs of children as 

identified by Serafine (198^. The study identified the ability of five and six-year-crfd 

children to (a) invent their own songs, (b) add their own ideas, (c) and use borrowed 

material when creating music over an 18 month period. Through analysis of qualitative 

data, Davies concluded children display an intuitive knowledge about the structure of 

music. The researcher states that 'this fundamental act of knowing in and through music 

does not depend upon conscious awareness" (p. 46). Furthermore, the researcher also 

suggests that as children become musically articulate, they become more concerned with the 

formal possibilities of their musical work. 

Reinhardt (1996) observed liiythmic structure in fifth graders' musical 

compositions. The results of the study revealed rhythmic structure changes did not occur 

between the first, second, and third compositions. Repeated opportunities in composition 

only affected the replication within their songs. This finding supports the relation of 

intentionality of the created product as identified by Kratus (1989). Based upon the 

leplicability of student compositions, Reinhardt believes that fifth graders appear to be 

ready for composition with the use of intentionality within their compositions. 

Durm (1992), through observation, suggests teaching composition to elementary 

school children. The author includes group composition using graphic notation as one 

activity. It af^iears rhythm is the most difficult aspect of music for children to notate. This 

is made more difficult when they attempt to create rliythmically challenging passages. The 

author suggests using composition titles to focus attention on the composition process. 
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Dunn observed the use of imitation of musical ideas as a natural part of a child's 

compositional development 

Levi (1991) sought to identify, describe, and compare components of the 

composition process in the attempt to describe ccMnposition behaviors and to make 

comparisons across musical and language disciplines. Second grade subjects* compositions 

were examined qualitatively for specific phrases, behaviors of the phrase and relationships 

between language and music systems. Subjects were video taped and interviewed during 

the composition segments the study. The results suggest that phrases of the composition 

process can be described in the language and music domains. The phrases were 

characterized as exploration, focus, rehearsal, composing, and editing. 

Smith (1998) observed the composition sessions of novice high school composers. 

Data was collected through the use of video and audio tape. Smith observed that 

exploration and improvisation periods were completed through control of the mouse. Each 

subject had access to a keyboard which was used only for auditioning sounds for the 

composition. Novice composers generally worked in a linear fashion, writing melodies that 

consist mostly of step wise motion. 

Self-expression during the composition process of secondary school students was 

investigated by Tsisserev (1998). Four students in the study granted the researcher 

interviews about their composition process and resulting musical works. The author 

observed that students were able to communicate and express certain ideas, images, and 

emotions in their compositions. The author also observed an increase in musical awareness 

of the students during the study. 

Bunting (1968) observed student composition skill development in secondary 

schools. Students appeared to exhibit their own compositional style regardless of the 

intervention of the teacher. The author suggested giving students opportunities for self 

appraisal of their compositicxis through questiormaires, interviews, and essays to monitor 

their compositional development 

Although the number of subjects was extremely small (N=3), Bunting (1988) 

generalizes a four stage composition process; (a) responding, (b) communicating and 
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analysis, (c) realizing, and (d) developing. The responding stage is characterized by the 

incorporation of familiar musical ideas into an original composition. Communicating and 

analysis is the stage where an individual is able to produce a completed idea through the 

combination of creating, reflecting, and manipulating ideas in a variety of ways. The ability 

to develop a composition guided by a variety of strategies is identifled as the realizing 

stage. Finally, as young composers gain experience, it is the goal of music educators to 

guide students to express an individual style and master complex strategies for their 

compositions. As a young composer is able to define and develop their own expressive 

style, it is thought they are in the developing stage. 

StaufTer (1997) sought to determine (a) how children get started with their 

compositions, (b) what processes are involved in composition, c) what patterns develop 

over time, and d) are students able to think in musical sound. The author concluded that 

beginning composition students need time to acquire the audiation and fluency needed to 

realize their ideas in musical composition. Observations of the subjects using Making 

Music in the ccnnposition process revealed that the student could think in sound and make 

conscious choices concerning the timbre and conception of the piece. It was observed that 

the software used in the study affected the length of the composition. Exploration was also 

found to be an important component in the composition process. 

Stauffer (1996a) continued her examination for evidence of connections between 

musical and life experiences of 6th grade students engaged in musical composition. The 

conclusions drawn from the longitudinal study, using a non-interventiooist approach, 

found that culture and cognition were evident in the students' musical works. Subjects also 

appeared to transfer ensemUe experiences to their compositions, writing parts that were 

idiomatic to the instruments they played. Additionally, musical complexity exhibited in the 

compositions seemed to be related to the musical experience of the young composers. 

Students were observed experimenting to And an opening gesture for a piece. Musical 

material in their compositions was borrowed from previous compositions as well as 

familiar melodies heard on radio and television. 

Stauffer (1998b) also observed other factors that may affect the composition 
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process of young composers. During the exploration stage, the three phases of time, tool, 

and technique interact Hrst, the tod phase is characterized by time taken to become 

familiar with the medium of composition, computers and software in the case of this study. 

The second phase is identified by the composer's various s^jproaches to find an opening 

gesture to begin a piece. Finally, the students return to previously composed materials, 

listen for ideas, and begin composition without further exploration. These observations 

suggest young composers are interested in timtxv, texture, and iliythm regardless of age, 

grade, or musical experience. Melodic, harmonic, structural, and tonal elements seem to 

emerge in students' later composition regardless of age or musical experience. The author 

suggests further study is needed to determine the role composition software {days in 

relation to the elements observed in student composition. 

Carbon (1986) sees the need for a pedagogy of compositional practice beyond 

composing in an analytical style and coirecting notation. Composition instruction should 

include the examination of the relationship between the student and the work being created. 

Carbon believes the problem solving [x^ocess in composition is affected by the 

psychological type the composer uses to af^iroach the task. This entails writing music from 

a number of vantage points in the manner of Carl Jung's Psychological Types of thinking, 

feeling, sensing, and intuition. When composing, an individual uses all four approaches, 

with varying degrees of emphasis, throughout a compositional task. Typically, a composer 

will exhibit a preferred or dominant psychological approach. A composer's weakest 

approach or blind spot is opposite the dominant function with the remaining approaches 

being secondary. 

It is Carbon's view that inexperienced composers rarely use the remaining 

approaches, resulting in frustration and apathy toward ccMnposition. It is thought 

composition teachers may be able to assist novice composers to explore a wider spectrum 

of creativity and artistic potential by making the student aware all four approaches to the 

creative process, as presented in Rgure 2. 
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Figure 2. Four Approaches to the Creative Process 
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Chapters 

Methodology 

Restatement of Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether computer technology, in the 

form of differing composition software formats, individual personality traits using Jung's 

Typology, and gender affect a composer's psychological approach to problem solving 

during the compositional process. 

This study sought to answer the following questions: 

1. Do middle school students exhibit different psychological approaches to problem 

solving during the compositional process. 

2. Is there a difference in the psychological approach to musical problem solving through 

composition based upon the format of the composition software being used? 

3. Is there a difference in the psychological approach to musical problem solving through 

composition based upon the student's personality type as defined by Jungian typology? 

4. Is there a difference in the psychological approach to musical problem solving through 

composition based upon gender? 

Sample 

The subjects for this study were 77 middle school band students enrolled in a 

Westem middle school. The subjects were predominantly Caucasian from a middle class 

background. Participants for the study were from the 8th grade wind ensemble and two 

intact classes of the 7th grade band. The number of male and female participants were 35 

and 42 respectively. The subjects had not had formal composition instruction or experience 

and were required to complete two compositions using each computer software format for 

the purpose of this study. 

[Dependent Variable 

The dependent variable for this study was a student's psychological approach to 

problem solving during musical composition as reflected by the researcher developed 

Measure of Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition. The measure described 

a composer's process of idea generation and accompanying precompositional techniques 
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employed while creating a specific original musical work. This study incoqxirated four 

types of psychological approaches toward composition as described by Carbon (1966), 

sensing, intuition, thinking, and feeling. A composer's approach to proUem solving is 

dynamic, exhibiting possible changes in the psychological approach from one musical 

work to another and gradually over time as a composer matures. 

Measure of Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition. The Measure of 

Psychc^ogical Approach toward Musical Composition was a researcher designed tool to 

reflect the dominant psychological problem solving approach an individual composer 

employed while creating a specific original musical woik. The measure consisted of 18 

questions in a forced choice fonnat, reflecting the dominant problem solving strategy used 

in the composition. The psychological approaches of composition (PAC), sensing, 

intuition, thinking, and feeling as defined by Carbon (1986), were examined as they related 

to each musical composition created by the student composer. The dominant PAC was 

determined through a tabulation of responses answered by each subject for each created 

composition. 

The researcher designed measure was tested for its accuracy in reflecting the 

dominant psychological approach employed by the students. Rior to the estabhshment of 

the PAC employed by the subjects through their responses on the Measure of 

Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition, the researcher sought to determine 

the approaches employed in the compositions through video taped interviews. Nineteen 

subjects were randomly selected for the interviews and were asked questions to determine 

the approach used in the composition they had created the day before. 

Inteiscorer reUability was calculated. Approaches discerned from the interviews 

were compared between the researcher and two graduate student judges. Judges were given 

instructions and definitions of the psychological approaches that were measured in the 

study. Interscorer reliability was calculated using agreements divided by agreements plus 

disagreements resulting in .61 coefficient among the three judges. The approaches, as 

assessed by the interviews, were compared to the psychological approaches established by 

the Measure of Psychological Approach Toward Composition. Reliability was calculated 
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by agreements divided by agreements plus disagreements. This yielded a coelTicient of .74. 

Independent Variables 

The dominant personality function as measured by the Murphy-MeisgeierType 

Indicator for Children (MMTIC), was one of three independent variables observed in this 

study. Similar to the well known personality inventory, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 

(MBTI) created by Isabel Briggs Myers and Katherine Cook Briggs, the MMTIC 

categc»izes individuals based upon Carl Gustav Jung's theory of personality. 

The Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children (MMTIC) categorizes 

individuals by attitudes and functions. The personality attitudes, introversion and 

extravei^ion, aid the determination of the dominant function of a person. The functicms of 

personality are polemic in nature and are grouped according to perceiving, either sensing or 

intuition and judging, either thinking or feeling. Finally, an additional personality category 

constructed by Meyers and Briggs was also incorporated by Murphy and Miesgeier in the 

MMTIC to describes an individual's attitude of perceiving stimuli. Judging or perceiving. 

Once all attitudes and functions are obtained from the inventory, a dominant personality 

function of sensing, intuition, thinking, or feeling, can be determined, (Meisgeier& 

Murphy, 1987). 

Although the Muiphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children (MMTIQ was 

developed and patterned after the adult personality inventory its scoring procedure is 

different than the Meyers-Brigg Type Indicator. Due to the developing nature of personality 

among children, the MMTIC includes an undetermined categoiy within each polar attitude 

and function measured. This category is one standard error from the median score in all 

attitude and function polarities. If an individual scores within this zone, the child's 

personality is undetermined. The child must have an introverted or extraverted and 

perceiving or judging attitude score to determine their dcmiinant function. An 

"undetermined" score in either attitude polarity results in an undetermined dominant 

function. The perceiving and judging functions also have an "undetermined" range of one 

standard error which could also result in an undetermined dominant function. 

The second independent variable examined the type of computer software format 
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used during the composition process. Two difTering composition software formats were 

included in this study. One format was the iconic composition software and the other 

standard notation software. 

Iconic composition software refers to non-traditional notation symbols placed on a 

'"composition canvas*^ rather than a musical staff. The placement of lines upon the canvas 

represent the pitch in relation to how high and low they are placed. Lines with their 

corresponding thickness, length, and cc4or represent vcrfume, duration, and timbre within 

the composition. The iconic software format used in the study was Voyager's Making 

Music by Morton Subotnick (1995). 

Standard notation software for compositicm is characterized by the use of placing 

symbols and/or standard notation on a musical staff to represent pitch and rhythm. Subjects 

in the study had the option of entering their musical ideas using symbols or standard 

notation within the program. This study incorporated Voyager's Making More Music by 

Morton Subotnick (1998) as the IDeveloping Standard Notation software. Both composition 

software packages were suitable for the subjects age grouping. 

The third independent variable investigated was gender, defined as male and 

female. This was determined by the subjects response to gender on the Murphy-Meisgeier 

Type Indicator for Children (MMTIC). 

Design 

The subjects were randomly assigned to one composition software format, either 

Making Music or Making More Music, for the completion of their first musical work. 

Upon the completion of the composition, each subject was administered the Measure of 

Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition to determine the dominant 

psychological problem solving approach employed for that piece. All subjects were 

assigned the other composition software format for the completion of their second musical 

work. Upon the completion of the second and final composition, each subject was 

administered the Measure of Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition to 

determine the dominant psychological proUem solving approach employed for the second 
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piece. The research design incorporated the administration of a personality test, 

randomization of subjects to one of two possible treatment groups, posttest, rotation of the 

treatments, and a final postlesL This Two Groups Equivalent M^rial, Pretest, Posttest 

Design can be shown as follows: 

R CXMIvmQ XI 01 X2 Q2 

R CXMNfOQ X2 01 XI Q2 

XI = IccHiic Compositi<xi Software 

X2 = Standard Notation Composition Software 

0(MMT1C) = Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children 

01 and 02 are Pdsttests, Measure of Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition 

This design controlled for testing, instrumentation, mortality, statistical regression 

and selection bias. This also design controlled for interaction of pretesting with treatment, 

history, and maturation. 

Procedures 

Students participating in the study were administered the MutfAy-Meisgeier Type 

Indicator for Children (MMTIC), administered by the researcher, to determine the dominant 

function personality of each subject Upon the completion of the personality inventory, 

each subject received brief instruction in the note entry, timbre selection, and tocris used in 

the software incorporated in the study. An exploratory period of 10 to 15 minutes for each 

program was included so that the subjects would become familiar with the composition 

software formats. Making Music and Making More Music. Ouring the exploratory period 

of the software, the subjects also received handouts for both programs (Appendix A and B) 

that further explained the use of the composition tools found in eadi program. The 

researcher was also availaUe as needed, to answer individual questions regarding the 

software during the exploratory period. Various editing features were designed into both 

programs which included erasing existing material, augmentation, diminution, rctrograde, 

and inversion of selected musical material. 

The subjects were randomly assigned to the composition software format they 

would use for their first composition. After the exploratory period, all subjects were given 
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40 minutes in which to compose a piece to their Uidng or interest Upon the completion of 

the composition, students were administered the Measure of Psychological Approach 

toward Musical Composition by the researcher Two days later, the subjects were asked to 

compose second piece to their liking or interest using the alternate composition software 

formaL Subjects were given 40 minutes to compose the new piece which was followed by 

the administration of the Measure of Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition. 

The researcher was present during the all composition periods and the administration of the 

dependent measure. 

Null Hypotheses 

The hypotheses for this study are; 

1. Students will not exhibit different psychological approaches to musical problem solving 

in composition as established by the Measure of Psychological Approach toward Musical 

Composition. 

2. Iconic and standard notation composition software formats are independent in the 

psychological approach toward composition. 

3. The dominant function of personality as measured by the MMTIC and the iconic 

composition software format are independent in the psychological approach toward 

composition. 

4. The dominant function of personality as measived by the MMTIC and the standard 

notation composition software format are independent in the psychological approach to 

composition. 

5. Gender and the iconic composition software format are independent in the psychological 

approach toward composition. 

6. Gender and standard notation composition software format are independent in the 

psychological approach to composition. 

F*ilot Study 

A pilot study occurred in March of 1999 to test the administration of the Murphy-

Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children (MMTIC) and the validity of the Measure of 

Compositional Approach toward Composition. The pilot study also helped to determine the 
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appropriateness of the software with middle school students and to assure it worked 

properly in a computer lab research setting. Four middle school students not participating in 

the study served as subjects. Due to the limited availability of the computer lab, subjects 

met for one, two and a half hour session. During this period, the personality test was 

administered, two pieces were composed and the Measure of I^ychological Approach 

towanl Musical Composition (Appendix C) was asked to be filled out at the completion of 

the each composition. The MMTIC took approximately 20 minutes to administer which 

was followed by a period of exploration of each composition software fonnaL Subjects 

were then asked to engage in the composition process and create a piece to their liking. The 

dependent measure was administered after the completion of each composition. Subjects 

were highly engaged in the software for the entire composition period. 

It was determined that the compositicm software format was af^ropriate and very 

engaging for the age group chosen for the study. The software also worked fine the 

computer lab setting. 

The researcher questioned the subjects concerning their thoughts on the procedure 

of the study. Subjects expressed that one class period per day would be more acceptable to 

complete each composition. Based upon the responses of the subjects who thought their 

compositions were not acceptable. Question 16 was deleted from the final version of the 

Measure of Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition (Appendix D). 

Therefore, the dependent measure was redesigned with two versions, A and B, each using 

18 identical questions in a dilTerent order. 

Time Table 

The experiment began the week of May 24, 1999 and lasted one week. The 

administration of the Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children (MMTIC) and the 

exploration period was completed in one class period. The first composition and the 

required Measure of Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition was completed 

in one class period, either on Tuesday or Wednesday to accommodate all the students in the 

computer lab. The second composition and the subsequent administration of the Measure of 

Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition was completed in one class period. 
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either Thursday or Friday. 

Summary 

Students from a Western middle school enrolled in 7th or 8th grade band were 

participants in the study, N = 77. All students were administered the Murphy-Meisgeier 

Type Indicator for Children (MN/TTIC) to determine their dominant personality function. 

Each subject received instruction on the features and editing capabilities of each 

composition software format After initial instruction, sutgects were given time to explcxe 

and test the features of each program. Subjects were randomly assigned to begin one of 

two treatments using either composition software format All subjects received both 

treatments resulting in two compositions from two differing compositional software 

formats. A |xedetermined time Umit of one class period of 40 minutes was imposed upon 

the subjects to complete a composition using each composition software program. Upon 

completicxi of the composition, the Measure of Psychological Approach toward Musical 

Composition was administered by the researcher to determine the psychological problem 

solving approach used for the paiticular composition task. The subject's psychological 

problem solving approach was then ccxnpaied to the software format used, their dominant 

personality trait as measured by the Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children, and 

gender. 
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Chapter 4 

Results of the Data Analysis 

This chapter will describe the analysis of data collected for this study. Research 

questions were answered using a Two Groups Equivalent Material, FYetest, Pdsttest 

Design. The independent variables for this study were differing ccmposition software 

formats, personality, and gender. 

The dependent variable for this study was the subjects' scores on the Measure of 

Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition. The researcher designed measure 

used a forced choice format to determine a subject's psychological approach toward 

composition (PAC) for each composition created during the study. This measure 

determined the subject's primary PAC for each composition as either sensing, intuition, 

thinking, and sensing. 

A total of 99 seventh, eighth, and ninth grade students from three intact sections of 

a Western middle school band program were possible subjects for the study. Six ninth 

grade students were excluded from the study because the personality measure, the Murphy-

Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children (MMTIC), is valid only through the 8th grade. Four 

subjects did not return the human subjects form and were not permitted to participate in the 

study. As a result of absences and planned school activities, 12 additional students were 

unable to participate. The 77 remaining subjects who completed the personality measure 

and two compositions using each software format were included in the analysis of the data. 

Data was analyzed using the StatisticaMac Software Program and the Web Chi-

square Calculator (Ball & Connor-Linlon, 1998). Frequency counts and crosstabulations 

were used to measure percentages and independence of the variables. The results for each 

null hypothesis will be presented individually. A summary of the findings will conclude the 

chapter. 

Data Apalysis 

Null Hypothesis 1 The psydiological appntiaches toward composition, sensing, intuition, 

thinking, and feeling, are equally distributed in the populatiort 

Frequency counts for each PAC were tabulated among the 154 compositions 
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created by the subjects. Each of the four approaches, sensing, intuition, thinking and 

feeling, were shown to have been employed during the ccxnposition process of the 

subjects. Of the 154 compositions, seven compositions were found to have two primary 

psychological approaches toward composition due to a tie in raw scores on the Measure of 

Psychological Approach toward Musical Composition. One composition was found to have 

three equivalent psychological approaches as determined by the same measure. Of the 

remaining 146 compositions, 57% the subjects employed the same psychological 

approach when using both composition software formats. 

A chi-square Goodness of Fitness test was used to determine the relationship 

between the psychological approaches used in the 146 compositions and found to be 

statistically significant, (3, N = 146) = 115.44 £< .001, using an alpha level of .05. 

Therefore, the researcher rejected the null hypothesis. This finding suggests that the PAC 

employed by the subjects were not equally distributed among the compositions created. The 

intuitive and sensing PAC exhibited the highest value and therefore were the most 

responsible of the rejection of the null hypothesis as seen in Table 1. Further examination 

of the observed minus expected frequency values (O-E) suggests intuition was more likely 

than expected to be used as a psychological approach. The negative (O-E) value suggests 

the sensing psychological approach was less likely than expected to be employed during the 

composition process. 

The PAC employed by the subjects were compared to both iconic and standard 

notation software formats. As shown in Table 2, the intuition PAC accounted for 57% and 

61% of the approaches used in the iconic and standard notation composition software 

format respectively. Conversely, the sensing PAC accounted for the lowest percentage of 

approaches employed in both software formats. Finally, both composition software 

formats were observed to have the same rank order of psychological approaches toward 

composition. Among the subjects' compositions, intuition was the most frequent, followed 

by feeling, thinking, and sensing respectively. 
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Table 1 

Psvcholopical approach toward composition (PAO Goodness of Rtness fTestx^) 

PAC O E O-E (0-E)2 

Sensing 4 36.5 -32-5 1056.25 28.94 

Intuition 90 36.5 53.5 2808.75 76.95 

Thinking 18 36.5 -18.5 342.25 9.38 

Feeling 34 36.5 -2.5 6.25 .17 

Total 115.44 

Table 2 

Frequency and Percentage of Psychological Approach using different Composition 

Program Format 

Composition Program Fonnats 

Psychological Approach 

Iconic 

No % 

Standard Notation 

No. % 

Sensing (S) 

Intuition (N) 

Thinking (T) 

Feeling (F) 

4 

44 

7 

22 

5.19 

57.14 

9.09 

28.57 

2 

47 

12 

16 

2.60 

61.04 

15.58 

20.78 
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Null Hypothesis 2: Iconic and standard notation composition software fonnats are 

unrelated in the psychological approach toward composition (PAC). 

A chi-square statistical test was used to determine the relationship between the two 

composition software fonnats. Expected frequencies, derived from the observed 

frequencies, were not adequate for the valid use of the chi-square test Within Jung's 

T ypology construct, personality functions are paired to represent the polar nature of 

perception of stimuli and judging of stimuli. Pairings of the functions are sensing-intuition 

for perception and thinking-feeling forjudging. Therefore, the levels of the dependent 

variaUe were combined, resulting in sensing-intuition and thinking-feeling categories. 

Consequently, a 2 x 2 contingency table was created to obtain acceptable expected 

frequencies for the statistical test A chi-square statistical test was used to detemiine the 

relationship between iconic and standard composition software formats. Results were 

found to be statistically significant, (l, N = 69) = 11.56. .001, using an alpha level 

of .05. Therefore, the researcher rejected the null hypothesis. As indexed by Cnuner's 

statistic, the strength of the relationship was .41 with a .90 level of power of as determined 

by the Population Fourfold Point Correlation CoefTicient 

This fmding suggests subjects who em{doy a particular PAC when creating music 

in one software format will likely employ the same PAC in when creating music in the 

other software format Furthermore, the strength of relationship suggests that 41% the 

composition process is explained by the psychological apfHoach toward composition when 

using different software formats. 

Table 3 illustrates this relationship further by comparing the PAC employed when 

using different composition software formats. The percentage of psychological approaches 

used by the subjects were similar between the iconic and standard notation composition 

software formats. The sensing-intuitive approaches combined for nearly two-thirds of all 

psychological approaches used in the compositions. 
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Tables 

Pbrcentape of ftvchnlngiVal Approaches Employed using Iconic apH Staivlapl Nntatirm 

Software Formats. 

Software Format 

Iconic 

Standard Notation 

Psychological Approach Toward Composition 

SN 

no. % 

44 30% 

49 34% 

TF 

no. % 

26 18% 

27 18% 

Note: N = 146. Compositions that exhibited more than one dominant PAC were excluded. 

Null Hypothesis 3: The dominant function of personality, as measured by the Murphy-

Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children (MMTIC), and iconic compositicxi software format 

are unrelated in the psychological approach toward composition (PAQ. 

Since the expected frequencies, derived from the observed frequencies, were not 

adequate for valid use of the chi-square statistical test after collapsing the variables, the null 

hypothesis was neither accepted or rejected. The researcher examined the research question 

using descriptive statistics. 

The observed frequencies and percentages of the PAC were analyzed in relation to 

the dominant personality of the subjects as measured by the MMTIC when using the iconic 

software format Analysis revealed 39.1% of the subjects' dominant personality function 

could not be determined by the MMTIC, as seen in Table 4. Of those subjects whose 

dominant personality could be determined, the most frequent personality functions recorded 

were sensing and intuition, accounting for 24.7% and 21.7% respectively. The judging of 

stimuli personality functions were much lower, 7.3% for students identified with a feeling 

dominant function and 7.3% for subjects identified with a thinking dominant function. 
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Table 4 

Frequency and Perppntage of Subject Dominant Personality when using the Iconic 

Software Format 

Dominant Personality Functions 

PAC Sensing Intuition Thinking Feeling Under! 

No No No No No 

% % % % % total % 

Sensing 0 1 1 0 0 2 

0 1.5 1.5 0 0 2.9% 

Intuition 11 8 1 4 17 41 

15.9 II.6 1.5 5.8 24.6 59.4% 

Thinking 0 2 1 0 3 6 

0 2.9 1.5 0 4.4 8.7% 

Feeling 6 4 2 1 7 20 

8.7 5.8 2.9 1.5 10.1 29.0% 

Total 24.7% 21.7% 7.3% 7.3% 39.1% 

When using the iconic software format for composition, intuition was most 

frequently employed PAC, followed by feeling, thinking, and sensing. Intuition and 

thinking accounted for 83.4% of the PAC used with the iconic software format The 

sensing PAC was used by subjects identified with an intuition, and thinking dominant 

personality function. The feeling PAC ranked second among subject compositions created 
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in the iconic software fonnaL The thinking and sensing PAC accounted for 8.7% and 2.9% 

of the compositions created using iconic software respectively. 

Further analysis revealed subjects often employ a different PAC during the 

composition process than one that corresponded to their dominant personality function. The 

use of the intuition PAC ranked first in all but the thinking dominant personality functions. 

Of the five subjects identified as having a thinking dominant personality function, two 

compositions employed the feeling PAC with the remaining compoations categwized in the 

each PAC category. Sensing identified subjects did not emf^oy the sensing PAC in any 

composition. It appears that individual personality is not related to the psychological 

approaches employed by the subjects when composing with iconic composition software. 

Null Hypothesis 4: The dominant function of personality as measured by the 

Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children (MMTIC) and standard notation 

composition software format are unrelated in the psychological approadi to composition 

(PAC). 

A chi-square statistical test was used to determine the relationship of the dominant 

function of personality and standard notation software fomiat Again, the expected 

frequencies, derived from observed frequencies, were not adequate for a valid use of the 

statistical test after coll^ing the variables; therefore the null hypothesis was neither 

accepKed or rejected. The researcher chose to examine the research question using 

descriptive statistics. 

Frequency counts and percentages revealed 60.9% percent of the subjects employed 

an intuitive PAC when composing with the standardized notation software format This 

result is slightly higher than the results with the iconic software format Table 5 shows the 

frequency for the intuitive PAC was the highest in all dominant personality functions 

categories. The feeling PAC again ranked second, accounting for 20.8% of the total PAC 

when using the standardized notation software format The thinking and sensing followed, 

accounting for 15.9% and 2.9% of the PAC respectively. It appears that individual 

personality is not related to the psychological apprcxiches employed by the subjects when 

composing with standard notation composition software. 
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Tables 

Frequency and Percentage of Subject Dominant Personality when usinp the Standard 

Notation Software Format 

Dominant Personality Functions 

PAC Sensing Intuition Thinking Feeling Und. 

No. No. No. No. No. Total No. 

% % % % % Total % 

Sensing I 1 0 0 0 2 

1.5 1.5 0 0 0 2.9% 

Intuition 10 10 3 3 16 42 

15.6 14.3 3.9 3.9 23.4 60.9% 

Thinking 3 2 0 1 5 11 

4.4 2.9 0 1.5 73 15.9% 

Feeling 3 3 2 2 6 14 

3.9 3.9 2.6 2.6 7.8 20.8% 

Total % 24.75% 21.7% 73% 7.3% 39.1% 

Null Hypothesis 5: Gender and the psychological approach toward composition (PAC) are 

unrelated when using iconic composition software. 

A chi-square statistical test was used to determine the relationship between gender 

and the PACs employed using the iconic composition software format The dependent 

variaUe was collapsed according to Jung's perception of stimuli and judging of stimuli 
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functions, to obtain acceptable expected frequencies. The results of the 2 x 2 contingency 

table, (1, N = 77) = 0.15, g< .05, did not exceed the critical value of 3.84 using an 

alpha level of .05. The results of this relationship were not found to be significant 

Therefore, the researcher failed to reject the null hypothesis. This result suggests that male 

and female subjects exhibit no difference in the psychological approaches employed in the 

composition process when using an iconic composition software format 

The observed frequencies of the PAC using iconic software and gender were 

analyzed further in Table 6. Male and female subjects using the iconic software for 

composition exhibited intuition as the most frequent PAC fcrilowed by feeling, thinking, 

and sensing. The intuitive and feeling PAC accounted for 88.4% of the total £^7proaches 

using iconic software. Sensing was the least exhibited PAC among male and female 

subjects when composing. Additionally, two male subjects employed the sensing PAC 

whereas the female subjects did not 

Null Hypothesis 6. Gender and Psychological Approach to Composition (PAC) are 

unrelated when using standard notation composition software. 

A chi-square statistical test was used to determine the relationship between gender 

and PACs employed by the subjects using the standard notation composition software 

format The dependent variable was collapsed according to Jung's perception of stimuli and 

judging of stimuli functions, to obtain acceptable expected frequencies. Results of the test 

using a 2 X 2 contingency table (1, N = 77) = 0.02, £ > .05, did not exceed the 

critical x^ value of 3.84 using an alpha level of .05. The results of this relationship were 

not found to be significant Therefore, the researcher failed to rejected the null hypothesis. 

This result suggests male and female subjects exhibit no difference in the psychological 

approaches employed in the composition process when using an iconic composition 

software format 
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Table 6 

Frequency and Pfcrccntagc of Gender Composing with the Iconic Software Format 

Gender 

PAC using 

Iconic Software Male 

no. 

% 

Female 

no. 

% total % 

Sensing 2 0 2 

2.9% 2.9% 

Intuition 16 25 41 

23.2% 36.2% 59.4% 

Thinking 4 2 6 

5.8% 2.9% 8.7% 

Feeling 8 12 20 

11.6% 17.4% 29% 

Total 45.4% 54.6% 

Observed frequencies and percentages of the PAC using standardized notation 

software and gender were also analyzed. As seen in Table 7, the largest frequency of 

psychological approaches among male and female subjects were intuition and feeling. 

These two PACs accounted for 81% of the total PACs when using standard notation 

software. 
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Table? 

Frequency and Perr^ntapp nf Gender Composing with the StanHawj Notation Software 

Format 

Gender 

PAC using 

Standard 

Notation Software 

Male 

no. 

% 

Female 

no. 

% total % 

Sensing 0 2 2 

0% 2.9% 2.9% 

Intuition 19 23 42 

27.5% 33.3% 60.9% 

Thinking 5 6 11 

7.3% 8.7% 15.6% 

Feeling 6 8 14 

8.7% 11.6% 20.3% 

Total 45.5% 54.6% 

Note: N = 69 

The percentage of the thinking and feeling PAC were much closer when the standard 

notation fonnat was used. The feeling PAC accounted for 20.3% of the total approaches 

while thinking was close a close third with 15.6%. Female subjects accounted for all 
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sensing PAC totaling 2.9% of all approaches used with the standard notation software 

formaL Male subjects did not employ a sensing psychological approach when using the 

standard notation software format 

Summary 

This chapter presented the results and analyses of data collected for this two groups 

equivalent material, pretest, posttest design. The research findings for each hypothesis 

were reported individually. Results revealed through a Goodness of Rtness test that the 

psychological approaches emfrioyed by the subjects were not equally distributed among the 

146 compositions. A chi-square statistical test was applied to the relationship between the 

iconic and standard composition software formats and found to be statistically significant, 

implying subjects who use one composition software format are mote likely to employ the 

same PAC when creating music in the other composition software format Descriptive 

statistics were chosen for analysis of the dominant function of personality as measured by 

the Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children (MMTIQ and iconic or standard 

notation software formats. It was determined that the dominant personality ftmction of the 

subjects was not related to the PAC employed in either iconic or standard notation software 

formats. A chi-square statistical test was used to determine the relationship between gender 

and the psychological approaches employed when using the iconic or standard notation 

composition software formats. Results were found not to be significant and suggests male 

and female subjects used similar psychological approaches during the composition process 

when using either iconic or standard notation composition software formats. 
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Chapters 

Discussion and Conclusions 

F*urpose 

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the composition process of 

middle school students is related to differing software fonnats, individual personality, and 

gender. Specifically, this study asked the following questions: Hrst, do middle school 

students exhibit different psychological approaches to problem solving during the 

composition process? Second, is there a difference in the psychological af^roach to 

musical problem solving through composition based upon the format of the composition 

software being used? Third, is there a difference in the psychological approach to musical 

problem solving through composition based upon the student's personality type as defined 

by Jungian typology? Fitudly, is there a difference in the psychological approach to musical 

problem solving through composition based on gender? 

This chapter will discuss the data analysis as it pertains to the research questions in 

the study. Conclusions will be made concerning the psychological approach toward 

composition used by middle school students and its relationship to computer software 

format, personality, and gender. A discussion of the findings of this research project and 

the implications for future research will be addressed at the end of the chapter. 

Discussion 

The first research question examined whether adolescents employ different 

psychological approaches to problem solving during the musical compositic»i process. 

Analysis of the data revealed four different PAC were observed to have been employed by 

the subjects during the composition process. It was also determined, through a Goodness 

of Rmess test, that the use of the PAC were not equally distributed among the 

compositions created. This significant finding suggests subjects were most likely to employ 

the intuition PAC while less likely to use the sensing PAC. Of the four different approaches 

examined, feeling and thinking were ranked second and third respectively. 

This finding is in agreement with Carbon's (1966) belief that a dominant 

psychological approach is employed during the composition process. Of the 154 
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compositions, only 8 compositions were found to have two primary approaches and one to 

have three. Ninety-five percent of the compositions were found to have one dominant 

approach employed by the subjects. 

Among the 146 compositions observed to have one dominant approach, the 

intuition PAC accounted for 59% of all approaches employed by the middle school subjects 

during the composition process. Results of this study did not agree with Carbon's 

observation of collegiate composition students who predominantly employed the thinking 

PAC. Finding suggests that age, musical experiences, and creative opportunities may play 

a role in an individual's approach toward composition. 

In addition. Carbon also believed the dominant psychological approach preferred by 

the composer was opposite his or her weakest approach or "blind spot". Of all the 

dominant approaches used by the subjects the least employed PAC was sensing, 

ccHitributing only 5% of the total PACs. Intuition and sensing are the paired opposing 

functions. The findings in this study are consistent with Carbon's view of a dominant-

weak pairing of psychological approaches used in the composition process. 

The second research question examined the relationship between differing 

composition software formats and the psychological approach toward composition 

employed by the subjects. Results of a chi-square statistical test revealed a signiHcant 

relationship between the composition software fcHinats, iconic and standard notation, and 

the psychological approaches used by the subjects. 

Findings suggest the intuitive PAC will most likely be employed by middle school 

band students regardless of the software format Therefore, it appears the initial 

composition process for middle school students is intuitive in nature. Feeling and thinking 

psychological approaches were observed to be employed in student compositions when 

using either software format, but not to the same degree as intuition. The data also revealed 

a 8.2% increase in the use of the thinking approach using standard notation, nearly 

doubling the percentage of the thinking approaches used with the iconic software. This 

results may indicate that the standard notation software format may be better suited for the 

encouragement of the use of thinking approach toward composition. Additionally, four 
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compositions out of 168 employed the sensing approach during the composition process. 

Longer periods time for creative opportunities and instruction in composition may be 

needed to foster the development and utilization of the feeling, thinking, and sensing 

a{^roaches among middle school students. Consequently, young composers could benefit 

from increased composition and instruction to enhance their idea generation techniques and 

approaches toward composition. 

Stauffer (1998) believes the interaction of time, tool, and technique may affect the 

composition process employed by young composers. The results of this study do not 

confirm or reject this hypothesis due the brief period of time the subjects had to compose. 

However, this study does suggest that the initial composition experiences of young 

composers is not affected by the tools incorporated in the composition process. Again the 

composition process appears to be intuitive in nature, particulariy in the students* first few 

attempts in composition. However, due to the increase in the thinking approach when using 

the standard notation software, the tools incorporated in the composition process may have 

some influence upon the PAC employed during the composition process. Overall, young 

composers will generally employ the same psychological approach toward the composition 

process regardless of the composition software format used. 

The third research question examined the relationship between personality type, 

measured by the Murphy-Meisgeier Type Indicator for Children (MMTIQ, and the 

psychological approach toward composition employed by the subjects. The authors of the 

MMTIC (Meisgeier & Murphy, 1967) beheve adolescent personality is developmratal. 

This view is evident with the inclusion of an undetermined category when evaluating a 

child's personality type with the MMTIC. 

The findings revealed 37.7% of the subjects were identified with an undetermined 

dominant personality function. These same subjects utilized all the four psychological 

approaches and were observed to have the same rank order of approaches when using 

either iconic or standard notation software formats. The rank order of the psychological 

approaches, intuition, feeling, thinking, and sensing, was also consistent within the other 

dominant personality function categories. 
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Among all dominant personality function categories, intuition was the most frequent 

PAC employed by the subjects when using standard notation software software. Similar 

results were also found using iconic composition with one exception. Of the five subjects 

who were identified with a thinking dominant personality function, two employed the 

feeling PAC while the remaining three subjects employed one of the three remaining 

approaches. Therefore, one of the five subjects identified with thinking personality function 

employed an intuitive approach when composing. 

Interestingly, subjects who were identified with a sensing dominant personality 

function did not exhibit sensing as a dominant PAC when using the iconic software. 

Subjects using the standard notation format and identified with a sensing dominant 

personality function utilized the sensing approach only once. Based upon the findings, 

personality does not appear to be related to the psychological approach employed in the 

composition process of middle school students. 

The fourth research question sought the determine the relationship between gender 

and the psychological approach toward composition. The results of a chi-square statistical 

test found no significant relationship between gender and PAC when using either iconic or 

standard notation software formats. 

The findings reveal male and female students employ the same psychological 

approaches when engaged in composition using iconic or standard notation software 

formats. As seen throughout the results of the study, intuition was the most employed PAC 

among the male and female students using either composition software format Of the four 

subjects that employed the sensing PAC, only males utilized the sensing PAC in the iconic 

format while only females utilized the sensing PAC in the standard notation format It 

appears that gender is not related to the PAC employed during the composition {xxxess 

when using either composition software format 

Conclusions 

Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that 

1. Middle school students utilize the four different psychological approaches during the 

composition process, with intuition the most likely to be employed and sensing the least 
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likely to be employed. 

2. The psychological approaches toward composition employed by middle school students 

are likely to be the same when using either iconic or standard notation software formats. 

3. The dominant personality functions, as determined by the MMTIC, are not related to the 

psychological approaches used by middle school students in the composition process. 

4. Male and female middle school students use the same psychological approaches for 

composition regardless of the software fonnaL 

Implications for Teaching 

The results of the study reveal that middle school students are capable of employing 

various approaches during the musical composition process. Clearly, the findings show a 

dominant approach is employed by the students during the creation of their specific musical 

works. Most often the dominant approach used by the students in the first composition will 

also be utilized in the second composition. Since all four approaches were employed in the 

compositions of the young composers, it can be presumed that students can be introduced 

and instructed in the approaches observed by Carbon (1986). 

Of the four psychological approaches examined in this study, intuition was the most 

frequently used. It can be theorized that the introducbxy composition experiences of middle 

school students are intuitive in nature. These results are contrary to the practice of 

structured approaches to creative activities. Creative activities suggested in the current 

teacher's editions of music textbooks, adopted to supplement elementary and middle school 

music education programs, heavily emphasize a thinking approach toward composition and 

creative activities. 

This researcher believes that the dominant use of the intuitive approach imfrfies that 

the exploration of musical material is an important component in the initial composition 

process and experience of middle school students. This approach also reflects the students' 

experimentation with musical material within the exploratory context of a computer 

environment Therefore, minimal instruction or teacher intervention is needed in the 

students' introductory composition experiences. As the students become familiar with the 

technological tools and the creation of musical material integrated in the composition 
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prcx:ess, teacher intervention will be necessary at a later time for the introduction of the 

other psychological approaches. 

Carbon suggests that exposure to working within all the different psychological 

approaches toward composition would greatly benefit young composers. After initial 

composition experiences have concluded, which are most likely intuitive and exploratory in 

nature, the other three approaches can be introduced. Composition assigimients 

emphasizing a particular approach would be valuable in enhancing the students' idea 

generation techniques and range of expressiveness. Due to its second ranking among the 

dominant approaches, the feeling approach may be the most appropriate to introduce after 

students have had sufflcient time to compose. Thinking would be considered the third 

approach introduced due to its ranking among the approaches examined. 

Contrary to Carbons's observation among undergraduate composers, sensing 

appears to be the last approach used by middle school students, rather than the first. Very 

few students employed this approach within their compositions. From this, it can be 

assumed sensing is the most least likely psychological approach that middle school students 

may incorporate into their compositions. The sensing approach incorpcM-ates the perception 

of external stimuli, aural, visual, and tactile, as the inspiration for a music work. To 

encourage its use during the composition process, teachers should provide progranmiatic 

listening examples such as Ravel's Jeux d'eauxsnd Debussy's La meras models for 

discussion in this approach. To further the incorporation of the sensing approach, teacher 

directed exercises which emphasize the approach would be helpful. 

Hnally, teachers iiKx»porating composition within their classroom should be aware 

that students employ different psychological approaches when composing. Upon the 

determination of an approach employed by a student, the music teacher should be prepared 

to assist the student in exploring creative possibilities and expression of their work through 

the incorporation of the other psychcdogical approaches. 

Current research also found that differing composition software formats did not 

affect the approaches employed by the students. This finding suggests that various 

computer software formats are apprc^ate for the incorporation of composition activities 
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and will not affect the students' approaches during the composition process. Furthermore, 

music teachers selecting composition software for their students can choose software in a 

variety of price ranges and features. Software consideration may be determined by the 

computer hardware available in a given setting. Importantly, selection should be determined 

by the software's ease of use and capabilities of the students to navigate within the 

composition environment 

Personality does not appear to affect the competition process of middle school 

students. Male and female students with different dominant personality functions were 

found to use different approaches in this study. Therefore, teachers may engage students in 

a variety of composition activities using various types of composition software formats. 

Furthermore, the prediction or the anticipation of approaches to be used by individual 

students cannot be determined by observed personality traits. This result indicates that an 

individual's problem solving approach in composition is unique and warrants development 

Teachers who engage their students in composition activities need to monitor individual 

student progress, technique, and approaches to ascertain the relationship of the composer to 

the work in progress. Assessment tools such as the Measure of I^ychological Approach 

toward Musical Composition, questionnaires, and personal journals may assist the 

composition instructor in determining of the af^roaches used by individual students. 

The results of this study also conclude that gender is not related to the psychological, 

approaches used by middle school students during the composition process. Male and 

female students were similar in their use of the four approaches when using either iconic or 

standard notation software. Since gender is not a factor in the psychological approaches 

employed by students during the composition process, separate instructional strategies or 

composition software formats are not warranted. 

In addition to monitoring the creative product, teachei^s who engage their students in 

composition activities also need to assess the psychological approaches used by the 

students to gain insight into the strategies they employ in a particular composition. Carbon 

calls for a "more human and artistic relationship between students and teacher, a 

relationship which necessarily involves consideration of the student as a total creative 
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being" (p. 112). By understanding how a student approaches composition, instructors may 

be able to encourage, direct, and shape the artistic impulses of the student composer. 

Implications for Future Research 

The current study sought to examine the composition pixxess among adolescents, 

in relation to differing software formats, peisonality, and gender. To this point, the 

psychological approaches utilized by student composers have not been examined 

empirically. Observations of the composition process have been studied using various 

qualitative methods. This study concurred with Carbon (1986) that young composers 

employ different psychological approaches based upon Jung's Typology functions of 

sensing, intuiticHi, thinking, and feeling. However, results of the study found thai middle 

school students employ an intuitive approach toward composition rather than a thinking 

approach favored by collegiate composition students. Examination of other groups of 

musicians and non-musicians may be beneficial in gaining a clear picture of the strategies 

and approaches used by others. Continued research is needed to determine the development 

and stabilization of approaches used by young students during the composition process. 

Technology has been thought to play important role in the way people leam and 

work. Bangert-Drowns (1993) believes people are able to acquire new skills in an 

"interactive partnership" with their tools, while Salomon (1988) describes the possiUe 

"intellectual partnership" between the functions of the computer application and the person. 

The researcher sought to examine possible differences between two different tods, iccxiic 

composition software and standard notation software that a young composer may 

encounter. 

Results of the current study suggests that differing computer software formats have 

the same affect upon the composition process of adolescents. Therefore, the interactive 

partnership between the composition software formats and middle school students appears 

to be similar, signifying that software formats are in essence the same tool. It is unclear at 

this time, whether the software formats would consistently result in the same approaches 

employed in the composition process. The findings may also be due to the brief amount of 

time the students had for exploration and composition during this study. Further 
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Appendix A 

Making Music 

Paint brush to enter notes 
on the composition.space 

Pallet to choose the sounds 
for the composition 

Composition Book where 
you save your work 

Grid tool places a grid on 
the composition space. 

Select tool - select notes to 
use with the tools below 

Upside Down Tool- turns 
selected notes upside down 

Soft Tool makes music soft 

Squeeze Tool - squeeze 
notes together 

OOPS Tool - erase what 
you just did. 

SHORTCUTS 
DELETE will erase ALL work 

Enter notes as the wand 
moves forward 

Scale tool to determine the 
scale used in your piece 

Play Button 

Tempo Bar - makes music 
faster or slower 

Zoom in or out of your work 

Copy tool for selected notes 

Backwards Tool - turns 
selected notes backwards 

Loud Tool, makes music loud 

Stretch Tool, stretches notes 

Eraser Tool - erase notes in 
the composition space 

SPACE BAR will start and stop the playing of the composition. 
ARROW KEYS will move Whole song higher, lower, right or left. 

OTHER NOTES 
When using the "FACE" Tools it will change the WHOLE piece. 
To change parts of the composition, use the SELECT TOOL, 

then use the "FACE" Tools. 
Use the scroll bar, at the bottom, to make your song longer. 
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AppendixB 

Making More Music 
Use the pencil to 

ENTER and EDIT note 

Zoom tool 

Instruments Pallet to 
groups of instrument( s) 

Change the speed of 
your composition 

Change the dynamics: 
loud or soft. 

Select parts or sections 
of your music 

Allows you to flip 
the music Upside down 

Allows you to squeeze 
the selected music 

Undo button 

Question button 

To hear what you have composed 

Melody Maker - the computer 
helps you make melodies 

Enter music two ways using 
notes or a grid system 

Choose one of four scales for 
your song or make your own 

Change the time or meter 
of your song 

Allows you to save your song 

Copy selected music 

Allows you to flip selected 
music backwards 

Allows you to stretch the 
selected music 

Erase Button 

Information button 

Press the large green triangle in the upper right hand comer 
to hear all of the parts. 

Press the small green triangle to hear a single part alone. 
There are no keyboard shortcuts in this program 
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Appendix C 

MEASURE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH TOWARD COMPOSITION 

(PILOT STUDY) 

Measure of Psychological Approach toward 
Musical Composition 

Chcxise only ONE of the answers, for each question, that BEST describes how you 
composed your musical work. 

Question 1 
The {Mece I wrote: 

• shows action. S 
• has a lot of feeling. F 
• I thought of in my head. N 
• had ideas I wanted to use. T 

Question 2 
Parts of my composition were: 

• show a mood. F 
• from other songs. S 
• thought up ahead of time. T 
o were just made up. N 

Question 3 
I chose sounds: 

• carefully. T 
• that just sounded good. N 
• that were like places or things. S 
• that showed how the music should feel. F 

Question 4 
The ideas for this piece: 

• came from thinking about what might sound good. T 
• show how I felt. F 
• came from songs I knew. S 
• just kind of came to me. N 

Question 5 
The rhythms for this piece: 

• were just made up. N 
• were from a song I heard before. S 
• felt right while I was working on the song. F 
• were going to be fast, slow, or medium. T 
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Question 6 
To start the piece: 

a I felt it would be best to work with sounds, rhythms, or parts. F 
• I used a person, place, or thing S 
• I just stahed working. N 
• I decided how I wanted to begin. T 

Question 7 
When working on the piece; 

• I planned out the song. T 
• I tried to show a picice or thing through the music. S 
• I just played with different ideas to see how they work. N 
• I tried different things until it felt right F 

Question 8 
I wrote the song: 

a to match a feeling or mood. F 
• not knowing how it would turn out N 
• to be like something I heard before. S 
• knowing how 1 wanted it to sound. T 

Question 9 
I created a song: 

• to have an attitude or style. F 
• like one I already know. S 
• that I just made up. N 
• that was i^anned out T 

Question 10 
When working on the song: 

• I didn't pay much attention to the order 1 worked in. N 
o I used other fiarts of songs I've heard. S 
• some or all had an attitude. F 
• some or all ports were (banned out T 

Question 11 
When making up my piece: 

• I wanted it to sound angry, sad or happy. F 
• I wanted it to sound like a song 1 alre^y knew. S 
• I knew how it should sound. T 
• 1 just used my imagination. N 

Question 12 
The sounds I used for my piece: 

• seemed to fit F 
• I just decided to use. N 
• were sounds I have heard before. S 
• were carefully chosen. T 
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Question 13 
I got ideas for my piece: 

• sounded happy, sad or angry. F 
• from a movie or an event S 
• by planning the sounds, parts or rhythms. T 
• by trying different things out N 

Question 14 
When working on my song: 

• I tried to show allot of feeling. F 
• I tried to make the music as original as possible. N 
• I tried to copy parts of scMigs I have heard. S 
• I thought about how it should sound. T 

Question 15 
The beat of the song: 

• was important. T 
• was like another song 1 knew. S 
• felt right F 
• wasn't that important N 

Question 16 
The song I wrote sounded good because: 

• it shows an image through sound. S 
• it just worked out N 
• it turn out the way I planned it T 
• it had a lot of emotion. F 

Question 17 
My piece might have been better 

• if I just let things come together. N 
• if it was like a song I knew. S 
• if it described a m<xxl. F 
Q if I knew how I wanted it to sound. T 

Question 18 
If other people listen to my song, they: 

• will hear something they might already know. S 
• will think it is new or different N 
• will hear repeating patterns or sounds. T 
• will think its angry, sad, or happy. F 

Question 19 
For this piece, I enjoyed: 

• using different of sounds for my piece. N 
• using sounds that people might know cw recognize. S 
• putting feeling into the music. F 
• fitting the music together like a puzzle. T 

NOTE" The Psychological Approaches, listed to the right, were not seen by the subjects 
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Appendix D 

Measure of Psychological Approach toward CODE 
Musical Composition 

Choose only ONE of the answers, for each question, that BEST describes how you 
composed your musical work. 

Question 1 
The f»ece I wrote: 

• shows a place or thing. 
• has a lot of feeling. 
• was made without much thought 
• had ideas I thought about 

Question 2 
The rhythms fcM" this piece; 

• were just made up as I went along. 
• were from other song(s) I've heard. 

• felt right while I was worldng on the 
song. 

• were going to be fast, slow, or 
medium. 

Question 3 
I chose sounds; 

• carefully. 
• that just sounded good. 
• that were like places or things. 
• that shows the feeling of the music. 

Question 4 
The ideas few this piece; 

• shows how I felt when composing 
• just came to me. 
• came from thinking about what 

might sound good. 
• came from other songs 1 know. 

Question 5 
To start the piece; 

• I just started working. 
• I began with how I felL 
• I remembered a person, place, or 

thing. 
• I decided how I wanted to begin. 

Form A 
Question € 
Parts of my composition; 

• show a mood. 
• were just made up. 
• were from other songs. 
• were thought up ahead of time. 

Question 7 
When working on the piece; 

• I planned out some or all of the 
song. 

• 1 tri^ to show a place or thing 
through the music. 

• 1 just played with different ideas to 
see how they work. 

• I used my emotions. 

Question 8 
I wrote the song: 

• to be like something 1 heard before. 
• to match a feeling or mood. 
• not knowing how it would turn out 
• knowing how 1 wanted it to sound. 

Question 9 
I created a song: 

• to have an attitude, mood, or style. 
• that 1 just made up. 
• to go with something I saw on TV. 
• that was {banned out 
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Question 10 
When making up my piece: 

• I decided how it should sound. 
• I wanted it to sound angry, happy or 

sad. 
• I wanted it to sound like a song I 

already heard. 
• I just used my imagination. 

Question 11 
The sounds 1 used for my piece: 

• were sounds I have heard before. 
• gave the song the feeling I wanted. 
• 1 chose without much thought 
• were carefully chosen. 

Question 12 
When working on the song: 

• I didn't pay much attention to the 
order 1 woilced in. 

• I tried to make a picture in the 
music. 

a scwne or all parts had an attitude. 
• some or all parts were planned out 

Question 13 
I got ideas for my piece: 

• by trying different things out 
• that sounded happy, sad or angry. 
• by selecting the sounds, parts, or 

rhythms ahead of time. 
• from a movie or an event 

Question 14 
The song I wrote sounded good or bad 
because: 

• it shows an image through sound. 
• it just workcxi out that way. 
• it turn out the way 1 planned it 
• it had a lot of emotion. 

Question 15 
When working on my song: 

• I tried to show a lot of feeling. 

• 1 tried to make the music as original 
as possible. 

• I tried to copy parts of songs I have 
heard. 

• I thought about how it should 
sound. 

Question 16 
The beat of the song: 

• was important. 
• was from another song I knew. 
• felt right 
• wasn't that important 

Question 17 
If other people listen to my song, they: 

• will hear something they might 
already know. 

• will think it is new or different 
• will know that the song was well 

thought out 
• will think it is angry, sad, or happy. 

Question 18 
When woridng on this song, I enjoyed: 

• putting feeling into the music. 
• decid^ how the song should lit 

together. 
• writing a song and not knowing 

how it would turn out 
• using songs and/or TV shows that 

peo|^e might know or recognize. 
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